We have isolated a non-linear. metastable, shunt-path failure mechanism located at the CdSlCdTe cell edge. In such cases, most performance loss, usually erratic, can be associated with the shunt path. We studied these shunt paths using dark current-transients and infrared (ir) imaging and find only one shunt path per cetl and only at the cell corner wall, even in badly degraded cells. The effect on diminishing the cell's efficiency far exceeds what would be expected from the cell's linear shunt-resistance value. We propose that current transients and ir imaging be used as a "fingerprint" of the source and magnitude of excess currents to evaluate the contribution of scribe-line edges and cell ends in thin-film module performance and degradation due to environmental stress. Protection afforded by, or contamination due to, new OT currently used encapsulants can then be evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
Monolithic large-area moduks based on thin-film (T-F) a-Si, CIGS, and CdTe have been on the market for a number of years. Most module structures have seriesconnected cells, each delineated by a set of three scribe lines that form the series interconnect. T-F module active area performance is always below the active-area performance of cells made with correspondingly processed materials. The most corn monly cited cause for this reduced performance is series resistance, due to the sheet resistivities of the transparent conducting oxides used for one of the contacts and the interconnect resistance.
Here, we report on another, probably greater, loss mechanism that we have found in the CdSKdTe T-F mesa-cell structure, namely, non-linear shunt paths at the cell edge, that can contribute to reduced initial performance loss as wet1 as much of the degradation seen after stress [1,2]. Non-linear shunt paths reported here require two-dimensional (2-D) device modeling and are akin to, but much more devastating than the micrononuniformities reported in [3] that involve small rnicroregions containing "weak diodes" that reside away from the cell edge. Our metastable, *very shunted, very weak" micro-diode regions appear at comers and probably at cusps, where the junction interfaces must intersect the surface at the cell edge where they are exposed to the produces large, minute-long current transients that contain the 200-fl step seen in Fig. ' la. One of the incremental changes in the current transient does turn off as the bias voltage sweeps through zero to the opposite sign. The short exposure to light at 65 s will also diminish the reverse bias to the shunt path and has the effect of turning it off. Sometimes, the shunt path was conductive enough to decrease the overall cell efficiency below 4.5%.
These are discrete shunt current paths as identified by the step-wise increases in forward-and reverse-bias currents. It appears that a trapping or localized heating process at the shunt path may be modulating the conducting on-state. The sum of the shunt currents at -0.4 V is -0.4 mA, which corresponds to 1000 ohms. As shunting worsens, discontinuous changes become larger. At T = 9O"C, these transient currents are similar in size, but the large steps are absent as though they switched immediately when the voltage was changed to the conducting "on-state," and the trap-like or localized heating transient is absent.
THERMAL IMAGING AND CURRENT-VOLTAGE
IR camera imaging studies were used before to produce temperature profiles caused by heat generated at point shunt paths in T-F ClGS cells [6] . Viewing the T-F directly was shown to be far more sensitive than viewing from the glass side. Thefilm-side thermal image in the 3-5 pm wavelength range of CdTe cdl is shown in Fig. 2; The left-hand image shows the exact location of the large excess current shunt: The T rise is about 10 times the camera sensitivity and estimated to be about 1°C. The image was taken with a now, much larger, total shunt leakage current of 1.5 mA at a reverse bias of 0.45 V at 25°C. This corresponds to a dark resistance of about 300 ohms. The right-hand image was taken aft= removing with a razor blade a small piece of the mmer containing the shunt. That procedure increased cell efficiency from 4.23% to 9.0% and reduced the reverse current to a mere 0.0009 mA at the 0.45 V reverse bias, unequivocally identifying that comer as the source of this cell's shunt loss. This result has been found on many of our shunted cells. The position and electrical characteristics of the cell with and without the shuntpath are now known precisely. When the joule heating is large enough to see with this camera, we find them at a comer of the rectangular electrode. The effect of the removal of the shunted submm2 triangular corner (seen in Fig. 2 right) on cell performance can now be evaluated. Figure 3. shows the light and dark I-V performance before and after the removal of the shunted corner. Before removal of the shunt, Fig. 3 shows the devastating effect that this geometrically small shuntpath (apparently 300 ohms) has. Its removal results in greatly enhanced performance, with the shunt current reduced a thousand fold. Nearly all of the shunt current flows through one shunt path or group of shunt paths within the same small area.
More careful consideration shows the loss in performance far exceeds what a shunt of this resistance would be expected to produce. The encircled circuit elements at the left in Fig. 4 show the equivalent circuit required to model the I-V performance of a normal, undegraded CdTe cell that includes a backantact diode, D~M. opposing the main junction diode, DF". The righthand circle shows the circuit elements required to model the effects of the non-linear shunt. Initially, discrete circuitelement modeling with PSpjce included the normal diode area producing 20-mA light current plus the small shunted diode area with only a linear 300-ohm shunt resistor (RSHZ) to simulate the shunt resistance and a series resistance ( Rshee,) to simulate the sheet resistance of the SnOz. This configuration showed no effect onopek circuit voltage (  V ,  ) and only a small effect on the fill factor (ff). The large reduction in Vw and ff implies that this shunt path must be nonlinear, i.e., an exceedingly leaky diode (Dweak) must be added in parallel to the shunt resistor to simulate the defective corner's micro defect. We show this in the encircled circuit elements at the left in Fig. 4 . Using this circuit approach, we can model these I-V curves with PSpice. This defect has such a profound effect on the entire cell I-V because both junctions within the small defect area (the main front-junction that controls V, , and ff and the back barrier-junction that is the cause of roll-over and crossover) intersect the cell wall and are very vulnerable to contamination, especially at this sharp corner. The geometrical electric-field enhancement of junction and bias fields that lie in that exposed cell wall surface at this corner can only make matters worse. The enhanced field at a corner increases the current loss through the shunt path.
Ag, used in our CdTe contact, is known to be prone to electromigration We also see widence with ir imaging that these shunt losses are occurring at the scribe lines and cell ends in CdSlCdTe modules placed in the dark under forward bias; see full-sized module. Cusps and corners are the inevitable result of scribing with a razor or a laser. Bead-blast procedures are often used to isolate the module cell area at the edges, leaving the cell ends in a very ragged edge.
Indeed, almost any T-F polycrystalline module has warm spots on edges and scribe lines when viewed with an ir camera while forward bias is applied in the dark.
Mechanical andlor laser scribing are used to define interconnects, again leading to exposed cell walls.
The effects of humidify on cell edges and scribe-lines, with and without EVA and with new encapsulants, tan be effectively screened at the cell level for detrimental chemical reactions. Suitable water-vapor dielectric barriers may have the added effect of reducing the electric field at the cusps and corners present in scribed cells. More cells must be put into test, other encapsulants investigated, and stress conditions involving humidity added.
CONCLUSIONS
We have isolated a noblinear, metastable, shuntpath failure mechanism located at the CdS/CdTe cell edge using dark-current transients and ir imaging and find only one shunt path per Celt and only at the cell corner wall, even in badly degraded cells. They are induced by voltage and accelerated by temperature and humidity. The effect on diminishing the cell's efficiency far exceeds what would be expected from the cell's linear shunt-resistance value. To model the observed performance change, we must include a very weak diode in parallel with the shunt path, to fully describe how this small defect area can influence the entire cell., Exposure of the diode's front and back junctions at corners and edges makes it very vulnerable to environmental attack and electromigration. We are beginning to test encapsulated cetls and preliminary 
